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Abstract— One important field in machine vision is object
tracking. In most real-world applications, multiple object
instances of different classes which influence each others
appearance are of interest. Independent treatment of these
objects in detection and tracking is not sufficient. In this
paper, we present an object tracking algorithm which takes
this into account and builds on an Implicit Shape Model
(ISM) based detection and tracking. This suits it for the
task of tracking multiple interacting objects in a cascaded
approach because the local feature based ISM approach
allows inference of the image regions classification was
based on and hence allows for differentiation of the objects
on the sensory level. We conduct two experiments: The
first experiment demonstrates tracking on a surveillance
dataset for the case of persons. In the second experiment,
hierarchical tracking is performed for the cases of persons
on ships and bags which are carried by persons.
Keywords: Object detection, object tracking, implicit shape
model, SIFT

1. Introduction
One important field in computer vision, which is relevant
in many application areas is object detection and tracking.
Over the years, many approaches have been proposed for
these areas. With the progress made in the area of local image features in the past few years, approaches for
object detection and tracking have evolved from simple
foreground and motion detection algorithms [1], [2], [3] to
more sophisticated algorithms approaching the problem in
a different way (see [4] and [5] for an extensive survey).
Rather than treating a detected foreground region as an
object instance of a certain class, these approaches [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10] employ machine learning techniques to train
object class specific models which are used to detect object
class instances in input imagery. Many tracking approaches
like [11], [12], [13], [14] build on these dedicated object
detectors to perform tracking in image sequences. Main
advantages of these approaches over motion or foreground
based approaches are that (i) different object classes can be
distinguished unambiguously, (ii) they work despite camera
motion and (iii) they are most widely stable against environmental conditions. Good performance of these approaches
both for detection and tracking of multiple instances of a

single object class has been shown in several papers [14],
[7], [15].
In many cases, not only a single object class is of
interest, but many different classes are relevant in certain
applications. In some cases, it is sufficient to detect and
track objects of different classes independently from each
other since no inherent relationship between object classes
exists (note that this does not mean that object instances of
the classes may not interact on signal level, but only that no
inherent relationship between classes which can be known
priorly exists). In some cases, inherent relations between
object classes exist. Here, using the context of one object
to detect and track instances of the other object class can be
useful or even necessary in some cases. Examples for such
relations are diverse, specifically when considering persons
as one involved object class. For instance if driving cars
are tracked, we can always expect that there is at least
one person on board driving the car. Another example for
a relation are bags or other objects which are carried by
and thus can specifically be searched for in the context of
persons. The mentioned cases are ’part-of’ relations that
typically exists between two object classes. This means that
we can use a detected object of the one class to guide
detection of the second class. Other than a part-of relation
in a single object class, e.g. a wheel is part of a car, these
cannot be identified directly using spatial reasoning which
employs structural knowledge of the object class.
In this paper, we tackle the use of dependencies between
object classes to guide, improve and enhance object detection and tracking. For this, we introduce a hierarchical object
detection and tracking strategy which is based on the Implicit
Shape Model [8] and SIFT features [16] and by that extend
the work of Jüngling et al. [17].
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
the implicit shape model based detection and tracking strategy and presents the extension to this approach for hierarchical detection and tracking. Section 3 presents experiments
for single class person tracking and two cases of hierarchical
tracking where persons are involved once as ’containing
class’ and once as ’contained class’. Section 4 concludes.
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Fig. 1: Object tracking in the hough-voting space. (a) Joint voting space: Colors indicate vote type. Green votes do not
have a correspondence to a former hypotheses feature and thus can vote for any object. Other colors have correspondences
to former hypothesis features and vote only for specific objects hypotheses. (b) Mean-shift-search for tracking of known
objects. Mean-shift search can be started for an existing hypothesis directly from the last known position of the hypothesis.
No initial maxima search is necessary to identify possible object hypotheses since the starting points for the searches are
already known. (c) Maxima search in the discretized hough-space to detect new objects which are not known in the system
yet. (d) Mean-shift search for refinement of maxima position of new hypotheses.

2. Hierarchical object detection and
tracking
The tracking approach this work builds on was introduced
in [17], [14] for the case of persons. The key idea of this
tracking is that the Implicit Shape Model (ISM), which is
a trainable object detection approach that builds on local
features (we use SIFT in this paper), is extended for tracking.
The ISM object detector and thus the tracking works on the
basis of a codebook for a specific object category which is
built in a training step based on sample images of the object
category of interest. Here, SIFT features found in the training
samples are input to a clustering that identifies reoccurring
features which are significant for the object category. The
cluster centers are employed as prototypes for the codebook
which describes the object category generically. Together
with these prototypes, a spatial distribution, which encodes
the position of features that contributed to this prototype
relatively to the object center, is stored for each prototype.
This codebook is used to detect persons in input images by
matching SIFT features extracted from the input image to the
prototypes. The spatial distribution of matching prototypes
is then employed to build a hough-voting-space where each
spatial distribution entry votes for a possible object center
location. A mean-shift maxima search in this hough-space
is conducted to detect persons. Tracking builds on this ISM

detection and extends it by integrating temporal information
into the hough-based object detection approach.
This temporal extension is performed on the level of
SIFT features which describe the object hypotheses: All
hypotheses already known in the system at a time T (this
can be an empty hypotheses set – new objects are detected
and integrated as hypotheses automatically) are predicted
for the current instant of time on the level of features –
we use a simple kalman filter model (this kalman filter
could be replaced by other, more sophisticated dynamics
modeling) to predict feature motion . The hypothesis features
are then matched with SIFT features extracted from the
current input image to build feature correspondences. These
correspondences form the temporal information integration.
This integrated information is then input to the object
detection procedure, namely the features are matched with
the appearance codebook to build the hough voting space.
This voting space is visualized in figure 1 and has two
major differences compared to the standard ’detection voting
space’ (see [17], [14] for details): (i) the vote weights are
dependent on whether a feature correspondence could be
formed or not, (ii) votes which result from features that
had a correspondence to a former hypothesis feature are
tagged with the specific hypothesis ID and can only vote
for this certain hypothesis, all other votes can vote for any
hypothesis. Figure 1 shows how tracking is performed in this

Fig. 2: Hierarchical object detection using the example of persons on a ship. First, ship detection is performed. SIFT features
in the area of the ship bounding-box which contributed to the ship hypothesis are removed from further consideration.
Remaining features are employed to perform person detection in the area of the ship. By this approach, false-alarms can be
reduced and the range of detectable objects can be increased.

voting space: (a) shows the voting space. Here, green votes
can vote for any object (also for new objects which have
no hypothesis assigned at this instant of time), blue and red
votes vote for the known object hypotheses with ID 1 and 2
respectively. As shown in figure 1 (b), tracking is performed
by starting a mean-shift maximum search for every known
hypothesis independently. This search only includes general
votes (green) and votes for this specific hypothesis. After
convergence of the mean-shift search, votes inside the meanshift kernel are used to update the hypothesis. New objects
which have not been seen before are detected in the ’reduced
voting space’ as shown in figure 1 (c) and (d). Here, all votes
which already contributed to a hypothesis and those which
vote only for a ’known object’ are removed. All remaining
votes can form new object hypotheses. For that, the standard
object detection is performed. New object hypotheses are
transfered to the set of ’known hypotheses’.
This tracking approach is suited to track multiple objects
of the same class. It can also be employed to track objects
of multiple classes. In this case, multiple codebooks can
be build and employed to detect and track objects of different classes independently of each other. As motivated in
the introduction, in some cases, this independent treatment

of object classes might not be sufficient or at least not
appropriate. In cases where inherent relationships between
object classes or knowledge of a possible context in specific
environments exists, this information can be employed to
improve detection and tracking performance or in some cases
even allow for detection and tracking which is not possible
without that information. For instance, when considering a
situation as in figure 2 where two person are on a ship. Direct
detection of these person is very difficult since they are not
visible very well and appear at a low resolution under short
term occlusions. In this case, the knowledge about the fact
that it is very likely that at least one person appears on the
ship can be used to form a part-of relation between the ship
and a person. Additionally, the knowledge that it is unlikely
that persons appear in the water surrounding the ship can be
used to confine the search space for persons and by focusing
on the area determined by the ship detection reduce ’person
false-alarms’ which might occur on the water.
In case of this part-of relation between the objects (ships
and persons), we can use the bounding box of the ’holding
object’ as starting point for detection of objects of the
second class. This can be done using any possible object
detector (also a motion detection) which provides us with

Fig. 3: Tracking results of different scenarios.

a bounding box. The major advantage of the ISM object
detector is that not only the object surrounding bounding box
is known, but also the SIFT image features which contributed
to the ’surrounding object hypothesis’ can be inferred. Consequently, the image parts which already contributed to the
holding object are known. Since an single image region
(more specifically a single pixel) cannot provide evidence
for two objects, these regions can be excluded in the search
of objects of the second class since we already know that
these regions belong to the first object. This is not possible
with motion or foreground segmentation and even not with
other dedicated object detectors as the HOG detector or
neural networks. In case of the ISM detector, we can do
this inference based on the SIFT features since we know
which features already contributed to the hypothesis of the
surrounding object. To detect objects of the second class, we

simply remove features which have already contributed – this
is very similar to vote removal in tracking prior to detecting
new objects – and afterwards perform detection using the
set of remaining features in the area of the bounding box.
In some cases, subsumed objects are not visible very well
or only visible at a low scale. Here, it is insufficient to
perform object detection employing the set of remaining
features in the bounding box area of the subsuming object.
Additional preprocessing steps or different parametrization
of feature extraction might be necessary. Such a case is
shown in figure 2 where persons on a ship are to be tracked.
As we see, persons are not visible very well due to low
scale, partial occlusion and low contrast to the surrounding.
To ensure stable detection and tracking of these persons, a
more detailed inspection of the data is necessary compared
to ship detection. This is facilitated by changing SIFT

Table 1: Tacking results in different scenarios.
Sequence
Frames
Objects (#ids)
MOTP
m
fp
mm
MOTA

Bonnland
1664
5426 (12)
0.77
0.20
0.12
0.001 (3)
0.68

Pets06
185
793 (8)
0.76
0.06
0.008
0
0.93

Pets09
795
4968 (20)
0.70
0.18
0.09
0.004 (21)
0.73

parametrization to extract features (i) at lower scales (this
is done internally by image size doubling) and (ii) with a
lower contrast. This adds new features to the feature set
which permit stable detection of person even under these
difficult circumstances.
In addition to single image hierarchical object detection,
objects are tracked over time. On level 1, tracking is performed as described before. On the following levels, tracking
is performed employing the same principal, but using the set
of remaining features of the preceding level. This tracking
is performed in the reference frame of the preceding object
using the bounding box as coordinate reference.

3. Experiments
To show the general applicability of the tracking approach,
we evaluate single class tracking for the case of persons
in different application scenarios shown in figure 3. As we
see, tracking performs well in different scenarios ranging
from infrared sequences acquired from a moving camera
(first row) to typical surveillance scenarios (second and
third row, dataset PETS06 and PETS09 workshops [18],
[19]). The good results are confirmed by the evaluation
shown in table 1 where standard CLEAR/MOT tracking
performance assessment metrics MOTA (Multiple Object
Tracking Accuracy) and MOTP (Multiple Object Tracking
Precision) from [20] are used for evaluation. Note that
person tracking performance is comparable to performance
of current state-of-the-art person tracking approaches.
The technique of hierarchical object detection and tracking
is specifically useful for two major purposes. First it can
be used to detect objects which are not visible very well
using contextual information. The second case is to confine
the space where instances of certain object classes might
occur. Such a case is shown in figure 4 where ’person’ is
the holding object class and the bag carried by the person
is the object of interest in context. The left image shows
detection results for the class ’bag’ when the object detector
is applied to the whole image without using contextual
information. As we see, a lot of false alarms are generated
throughout the image. While some of the false alarms might
be eradicated by the use of a more narrow threshold for
hypothesis score, some structures the visual appearance of

Fig. 4: Application of hierarchical object detection to the task
of detecting bags in the context of a detected person. Left
image shows bag detection results without using persons as
context. As we see here, a lot of false alarms are generated
by image structures which look like bags. The right image
shows the result of using a detected person as context to
confine the search space for bag detection. In this case,
false alarm bag hypotheses on background structures can
be removed.

which is very similar to the appearance of a bag – like in this
case, horizontal structures on the train and the fence – will
always generate false alarms. By using the context of the
person to confine the search space (only bags which interact
with a person are of interest), false alarms can be removed
completely.
Although this approach for contextual object detection
works well in these situations where both object classes are
visible well enough to allow for identification as instance
of a certain object class, there are some difficult situations,
where the appearance of an object is very closely coupled

Fig. 5: Results of hierarchical tracking of persons on a ship.

to and influenced by the appearance of the ’holding object’.
Examples for such cases are a backpack carried by a person
or a person that is pointing a gun at someone. In these
cases, the backpack and the gun are typically not visible well
enough to identify them as instance of the respective class –
even not when using hierarchical detection to confine search
space. Here, more sophisticated approaches like [21] which
treat detection of both classes as a coupled problem might
be necessary. Tracking results of the first case relevant for
hierarchical object detection and tracking are shown figure
5 and 6. Here persons are to be tracked on a ship. As we
see, the persons themselves are not visible very well and
a detection without the context of the ship would probably
results in a lot of false alarms in the surrounding water and
on the ship itself, without guarantee of correct detection of
the person themselves. By employing hierarchical tracking
of persons in the coordinate frame of the ship with removal
of features that voted for the ship, persons can be tracked
without any failure or false alarm.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a SIFT and Implicit Shape
Model based detection and tracking approach and its extension to a hierarchical detection and tracking approach which
considers the context of object classes to (i) improve detection performance for other object classes and (ii) increase
the range of situations and environments where objects of
certain classes can be detected. We performed experiments
for the case of person tracking as an example of multi-target
and single object class tracking to show the good tracking
performance in difficult situations. In addition, we performed
experiments for hierarchical object detection and tracking for
the case of bags which are carried by persons and persons
which are present on a ship. For future work, more different
object classes should be considered in experiments to show
that hierarchical detection and tracking can be useful in many
applications.

Fig. 6: Results of hierarchical tracking of persons on a ship. Left side shows ship tracking results. Right side shows the
tracked ship and results of person tracking which was performed in the coordinate frame of the ship.
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